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During target tracking, certain multi-modal background scenes are unsuitable for off-line training model. To
solve this problem, based on the Gaussian mixture model and considering time correlation between pixels, a
method that combines the random sampling operator and neighborhood space propagation theory is proposed
to simplify the model update process. To accelerate the model convergence, the parameters update strategy
based on observation vector proposed in this paper. Finally, a three channel-multimodal background model
fusing the HSI color space and gradient information is established in this study. Combining with simplify update theory, the algorithm execution efficiency of HSG-GMM with three channels can reach about 0.05s perframe. Experiments indicate that the algorithm has good detection performance when inhibiting ghosts, dynamic background, and shade; thus, the execution efficiency can meet the needs of real-time computing.
KEYWORDS: Mixed Gaussian; random sub-sampling; neighborhood correlation; multi-channel.
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1. Introduction
Moving target detection and tracking are affected
by scene transformation, occlusion, and noise, and a
variety of techniques have introduced to solve such
problems. Zhou [23] proposed a multi-level features
extraction for discontinuous target tracking and
matched the features with Gaussian weight function. Somayyeh [15] completed the target tracking
by combined the PF and genetis algorithm together.
Unfortunately, even in CVPR2015-2018, most target
tracking algorithms are based on target detection;
hence, model training requires a large amount of offline labeled data. With the noise in the multi-modal
video environment, the characters of moving targets
may irregularly change; thus, a more stable and robust online moving target detection algorithm may
be required.
The current primary moving target detection algorithm contains the following: optical flow method
[1, 12-13], inter-frame difference method, and background subtraction method [19-20, 24]. The factors
such as noise and multi-light source in the optical
flow method would have a serious impact on the calculation of the optical flow field distribution. The
inter-frame difference method can achieve better results for simple background, but it is sensitive to environmental noise. The background subtraction method achieves accurate detection and high precision,
and this type of method is widely utilized. The background is modeled based on the video sequences, and
the parameters of the model are used to approximate
the pixel value extension of the background. Thus, the
performance of this method significantly depends
on the accuracy of background models. There is uncertainty present in actual complex scenes, such as
dynamic backgrounds and lighting changes [2], and
these factors pose a great challenge to accurate background modeling.
Scholars have performed much research on background modeling methods [20, 10-11]. Lai [12] proposed the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) using a
mixed Gaussian distribution model to characterize the pixel points in the image frame and obtains
the background model through online learning and
training. Li [14] proposed a single-pixel time-series-histogram is used to model the background. The

foreground target area is cleaner and has fewer error
pixels; however, the method has a large storage overhead and the background generation is slow. Zhu [25]
proposed a three-frame difference-based learning
rate self-adaption method to update the parameters
of the mixed Gaussian background model, to reduce
misdetection in the light mutation and target fast motion scenes. Chen [14] introduced the guided filtering,
updating method with spaced neighborhood and the
space-time smoothing method to mitigate false target
moving detection.
The ViBe algorithm [3] introduced random clustering,
and employed a random strategy to update the sample
pixels, hence avoiding building a model with big data.
Ge [16] completed the infrared objects classification
using Kullback-Leibler divergence of Gaussian distribution.
However, almost all of these methods have the following shortcomings:
1 When a moving target exists in the initial frame,

the detection result may produce a "ghost" reflection.

2 The pixel-by-pixel calculation operation ignores

the correlation between pixels, so the operational
efficiency is low.

3 The threshold or parameter is fixed during the

sample or model update process, resulting in a
large difference in terms of target detection accuracy in different scenarios.

In this paper, a moving target is detected using an
improved GMM, and the initial parameters of the
model are obtained via the inter-frame difference
method. A calculation method for the neighborhood
correlation is proposed to update the parameters of
the Gaussian model. The single pixel feature is combined with the neighborhood random correlation,
and the execution efficiency is accounted for when
establishing the multimodal background model. The
active degree of the pixel is introduced to adjust the
learning rate and to accelerate the convergence of
the model. Finally, the color-gradient method is adopted to complete the multi-channel Gaussian mixture model in order to help achieve moving target
detection.
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2.Improved GMM Parameter Update
Method
2.1. Parameter Initialization Method Based
on the Spatial Neighborhood of Five-Frame
Difference
To achieve parameter initialization of the mixed
Gaussian model, the method combined five-frame
difference and intra-frame neighborhood averaging
as proposed in this paper.
First, five consecutive
frames of matrix
images are
Meanwhile,
an accumulation
CAextracted
is
using
the
intermediate
frame
to
perform
differential
proposed to record the number of neighboring
pixel
operations on the two frames. The difference result
points:

is binarized and then subjected to an AND operation
f ( x, y ) − µ ( x, y ) < αλ . (1)
to detect whether the current
frame contains target
information.
After
removing
the
motion
region from
Mean matrix and standard deviation
are updated
the
background
image,
the
five-frame
mean
value of
as follows:
the corresponding position is calculated as the initial
=
µ ( x, y ) ( f ( x, y ) + µ ( x, y ) ) 2,
f ( x, y ) − µ ( x, y ) < αλ
mean
value. Meanwhile, an accumulation matrix CA
. (2)
1 5
σ =is proposed
x, y ) )
the number of neighboring pixel
∑ ( ft ( x, y ) −toµ (record
5 t =1
points:
CA ( x, y ) = CA ( x, y ) + 1,

Additionally, one of the Gaussian distributions in
the mixed Gaussian model is constructed:
CA ( x,CA
y ) (= xCA
y ) +( x1,, y ) + 1, f ( x, yf) −( xµ, y( x) ,−yµ) (<xαλ
, y )(=x,CA
, y ). < αλ (1)

 µ1 ( x, y ) = µ ( x, y )
Mean matrix and
standard deviation are updated as
(3)
σ 1 ( x, y ) = σ ( x, y ) .
follows:

ϖ 1 ( x, y ) = ϖ M

, y ) < are
αλ
(= x(, fy )( x= , (yf) +( xµ, y( x)of
) 2, fGaussian
µThe
,+yµ) the
yµ) (<xαλ
( x, yµ) parameters
( x, yf) −( xµ, y( x) ,−models
)( x2,, y )other

obtained
1 5 1 as follows:
=
σ
=
σ
( x,(yf)t −( xµ, y( x) ,−yµ) )( x, y ) )
∑ ( ft ∑
5 t =1 5 t =1
5

.
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2.2. Model Parameter Updating Strategy
Combining Random Subsampling and
Neighborhood Spatial Propagation Theory
Considering the continuity of image spatial information, mutual difference and similarity exist between pixels [3]. The mutual difference can explore
the variation of pixel points. The similarity between
neighborhoods can reduce redundant information
between pixels [13], and simultaneously avoid repeating modeling with similarities. Therefore, the adjacent pixel correlation theory is proposed to measure
N pixels in the neighborhood of the
the correlation
1 of
is the
cov ( xparameter
yt ) ) the
) ) ( yi − E (For
( xi − E ( xt process.
t , yt ) = ∑updating
GMM
neighborN i =1
N
hood
of
pixels
with
the
same
category,
the
parameter
covariance of the two pixels, E ( x ) = 1 x and
∑
t
i
updating calculation of the Gaussian
is
N distribution
i =1
N
1
not
performed. Generally, the pixel correlation of the
E ( yt ) = ∑ yi is the mean value and N is the
N i =1image is high, and the computation of pabackground
number
of frames
in pixel
the corrameter updating
based participating
on neighborhood
neighborhood
correlation
calculation
of
the
relation metrics can greatly decrease.
image sequence.

xi, yi are the gray values for two adjacent pixels in the

concept
of the sliding
is
ithThe
frame
of the sequence
imageswindow
in sliding[1]
window
N
introduced
herein
to
estimate
the
real-time
at time t (showed in Figure1).
mean and variance value online.

Figure
1
To calculate
the neighborhood correlation for
Sequence
of images
in slidingt-N+1
window
N at time
t is
any time
t, the former
frame
image

essential.

(2)

Figure 1 Sequence of images in sliding
window NN at time t
 µ k ( x, y ) = f ( x, y )
2
1
2
1 N

=
D
xi calculations
− E ( xt ) ) andand
( xt )simplify
=
D ( reduce
yt )
(
∑
∑=1 ( yi − E ( yt ) )
Additionally,
one
of
the
Gaussian
distributions
in
the
To
,
2..
σ
x
y
=
σ
k
=
K
(
)
.
(4)
 k
N i =1
M
N istorage
 Gaussian model is constructed:
mixed
space, E ( xt ) and D ( xt ) are simplified
1 N and
ϖ k ( x, y ) = ε
is the variance
of xi , yi , cov ( xt , yt ) = ∑ ( xi − E ( xt ) ) ( yi − E ( yt ) )
N i =mean
replaced by the weighted average of the
1
1 N
2.2 µ ( xModel
cov ( xt Updating
, yt ) = ∑ ( xi − E ( xt ) ) ( yand
the covariance
( yt ) ) is value
, y ) = µ ( x, Parameter
y)
of GMM: of the two pixels,
i − E variance
1
N i =1

1 N
1 N
Strategy
Combining
Random
E ( xt ) = ∑ xi and E ( yt K) = ∑ yi is the mean value
(3)
σ 1 ( x, y ) = σ ( x, y ) .

Subsampling
and
Neighborhood

ϖ 1 ( x, y ) = ϖ M

Spatial Propagation Theory

Considering
the of
continuity
of image
spatial
The parameters
the other Gaussian
models
are obinformation,
mutual
difference
and
similarity
exist
tained as follows:
between pixels [3]. The mutual difference can
explore
x, yvariation
y ) pixel points. The similarity
 µk (the
) = f ( x, of
between
neighborhoods can reduce redundant

=
=
k 2..[13],
K.
σ k ( x, y ) σ
M
information
between
pixels
and (4)

simultaneously
avoid repeating modeling with
ϖ k ( x, y ) = ε
similarities. Therefore, the adjacent pixel correlation
theory is proposed to measure the correlation of
pixels in the neighborhood of the GMM parameter
updating process. For the neighborhood of pixels
with the same category, the parameter updating
calculation of the Gaussian distribution is not
performed. Generally, the pixel correlation of the
background image is high, and the computation of
parameter updating based on neighborhood pixel

N

Eˆ x = ∑ ωN i =µ1

( t ) of frames
−1
k ,t k ,tparticipating
and N is the number
in the
k =1
, of the
(5)image
neighborhood correlation
calculation
K
sequence.
Dˆ ( x ) = ω σ
i =1

∑

t

k ,t

k ,t −1

k =1 window [1] is introduced
The concept of the sliding
whereto estimate
K is the
number mean
of Gaussian
herein
the real-time
and variance
distributions,
and the cross-correlation
value
online.

is the neighborhood correlation for any
Tofunction
calculate
N
time t, the former
frame image is essential.
1 t-N+1
covˆ ( xt , yt ) = ∑ xi − Eˆ ( xt ) yi − Eˆ ( yt ) (6)
N i =1
To simplify calculations
and reduce storage space, E ( xt )

)(

(

)

(General sliding window N=50).
neighborhood pixel correlation is

γˆxy =
The

covˆ ( xt , yt )

.
Dˆ ( xt ) Dˆ ( yt )

current

pixel

correlation

The

(7)
in

8-
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and D ( xt ) are simplified and replaced by the weighted
average of the mean and variance value of GMM:
K

Eˆ ( xt ) = ∑ ωk ,t µk ,t −1
k =1
K

,

(5)

Dˆ ( xt ) = ∑ ωk ,tσ k ,t −1
k =1

where K is the number of Gaussian distributions, and
the cross-correlation function is

1
covˆ ( xt , yt ) =
N

N

∑ ( x − Eˆ ( x ) ) ( y − E ( y ) ) .
i =1

i

t

i

t

(6)

(General sliding window N=50). The neighborhood
pixel correlation is

γˆxy =

covˆ ( xt , yt )
Dˆ ( xt ) D ( yt )

.

(7)

The current pixel correlation in 8-neighborhood is
calculated to update the GMM parameters using Eq.
7. When the pixel correlation value exceeds a certain
threshold Tγ , the neighborhood pixel can directly be
divided into the same Gaussian model with the current pixel, thereby avoiding duplicated computations. Otherwise, for the pixels that do not belong to
the same category, the model update strategy is still
adopted. Such an update strategy utilizes the spatial
propagation characteristics of pixel values, and the
background model gradually spreads to the neighborhood, which
is beneficialoffor
speeding
upand
the the
recognipropagation
characteristics
pixel
values,
tion
of
the
ghost
region.
background model gradually spreads to the
neighborhood,
which
is beneficial
for speeding
up block
In the process
of practical
calculation,
the image
the recognition
of thewas
ghost
region.
update approach
implemented
for the current image.process
Only theofGMM
parameters
of thethe
center
point in
In the
practical
calculation,
image
the
window
of
a
3
x
3
neighborhood
could
be
updated
block update approach was implemented for the
firstly,
then Only
centered
the parameters
current point,
current
image.
the on
GMM
of the
the pixel
ˆ
γ
correlation
in
8-neighborhood
is
calculated,
center point in thexywindow of a 3 x 3 neighborhood after
normalization
processing
could
be updatedcorrelation
firstly, then
centeredrelative
on theto the
center
point,
the
normalized
correlation
in 8- becurrent point, the pixel correlation γˆxy distance
tween each neighborhood point and the center point is
neighborhood is calculated, after normalization
correlation processing relative to the center point,
γˆxy −correlation
γ xx
the normalized
distance between each
,
(8)
ˆ xy' =
γ
neighborhood point
and
the
center point is
γˆ
xx

γˆ ' =
xy

γˆxy − γˆxx
γˆxx

when the correlation distance
threshold

Tγ'

(typically

(8)

γˆ '

set

xy

is less than the
to

0.25),
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when the correlation distance γˆ xy is less than the
'
threshold Tγ (typically set to 0.25), the neighborhood
pixel can directly be divided into the same Gaussian
model with the current pixel. Otherwise, for the pixels that do not belong to the same category, the model
update strategy is still adopted.
'

In the meantime, Ge [16] noted that when the model of
pixel change cannot be accurately judged, the random
update strategy can partly simulate the uncertainty
variation. Owing to the slow update of the background
in the image, even if there is a dynamic background,
the background will not significantly change between
adjacent frames. Therefore, updating the pixels determined as the background frame by frame is unnecessary. For this, a random sub-sampling strategy is
proposed in this paper to select the background pixels and update model parameters: the pixels that have
been identified as background are randomly selected
by 1 ϕ to participate in the model update calculations, combined with the neighborhood correlation
update strategy, the neighborhood spatial propagation characteristics are used to make model copies
with the neighborhood of these update points.
Random subsampling and neighborhood correlation
blocks update strategy combined the spatial and sequential correlation and variability together, and
therefore updating frequency of the background pixels can be slashed by at least an order of magnitude.
Figure 2
Model parameter update process
Get the current frame
Segregation of
background region
Database of
background

Database of
foreground

Selected by random
subsampling?

Update the GMM
pixel by pixel
Maintain the
current situation

Update the
paremeters of GMM
Copy the model to the
neighborhood based on
the neighborhood spatial
propagation theory

Recreat the background
Detect the target

Figure 2 Model parameter update process

2.3 Parameters Update Strategy
Based on Observation Vector
In the basic GMM algorithm, the parameters of
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2.3. Parameters Update Strategy Based on
Observation Vector

does not match successfully,

ϖ k ,t =(1 − α ) ×ϖ k ,t −1 + αϖ k ,t −1

µk ,t =−
(1 β k ( xt ) ) × µk ,t −1 + β k ( xt ) × xt

σ

=(1 − β k ( xt ) ) × σ

2
k ,t −1

(9)

+ β k ( xt ) × ( xt − µk ,t −1 ) ,
2

where ϖ k ,t is the weight of kth Gaussian model. α
is the learning rate. µk ,t is the mean value of the kth
Gaussian model. σ k2,t is the variance of the kth Gaussian model. β k ( xt )= α × pk ( xt ) , where pk ( xt ) is the
probability value of the kth Gaussian model at the
point xt .

During the update processing, the models that are
matched can update all the parameters using Eq. 9,
other models that are not matched can only update
the weights, and this may slow down the GMM update
speed. It may be assumed that the kth Gaussian distribution does not match at the first n frames, and the
n
weight is updated to ϖ k ,t =(1 − α ) ×ϖ k ,0 , where α is
usually small, which makes the reduction rate of ϖ k ,t
slower; however, this distribution should not conform
to the background model, and such a distribution may
achieve faster convergence.
A count vector with K elements is introduced in this
paper, where ck records the observations of the kth
Gaussian distribution.
The posterior probability that the pixel matches the
kth Gaussian distribution is calculated as

qk ( xt ) = pk ( xt )
Making

K

∑ p ( x ).
j =1

j

(10)

t

ck ( xt ) =
ck ( xt −1 ) + qk ( xt ) , ck (0) =
0 , using

 1−α

=
+ α  to replace β k ( xt ) , and the
ηˆ ( xt ) qk ( xt ) 
c
x
(
)
 k t


new formulas for updating the mean and variance is

µk ,t =−
(1 ηˆ ( xt ) ) × µk ,t −1 + η ( xt ) × xt
σ k2,t =(1 − ηˆ ( xt ) ) × σ k2,t −1 + η ( xt ) × ( xt − µk ,t −1 )

2

.

K

∑ p ( x ) = 0 , then all
j =1

In the basic GMM algorithm, the parameters of the
Gaussian model can be updated as:

2
k ,t
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(11)

where ϖ k ,t =(1 − α ) ×ϖ k ,t −1 + α qk ( xt ) . If the pixel

j

t

Gaussian components are degraded.

3. Target Detection Based on
Color-Gradient Method
The pixel information cannot be fully utilized when
establishing the mixed Gaussian model based solely
on gradation modeling, and the detection result may
generate many hollow regions. Maha [16] produced
a multi-information fusion method to achieve the
description of the targets. A background modeling
method based on color information is derived [17,
21]. Nevertheless, RGB color space mixes the color and brightness information together, and when
the brightness changes, the values of the three-color
channels will all change, which reduces the color discrimination ability. In contrast, in an HSI space, luminance is relatively independent, and Jiang [9] verifies
that the performance of HSI is superior to that of RGB
in target detection. The color has good invariance for
target shape, scale, etc., and gradient has good invariance for illumination. According to this, color and
gradient features are fused in this paper to establish
a three-channel-GMM method to complete the background model and then detect the target.
First, the gradient is obtained from the original gray
image. Second, the hue and saturation features are
extracted in the HSI space. The background model
is then initialized and trained separately for the hue,
saturation, and gradient features. Finally, the Hue,
Saturation, Gradient (HSG) channels are obtained.
The mixed Gaussian modeling of the three channels
can present the background in detail. Detection of the
moving targets is completed. If the HSI value of the
current pixel matches any Gaussian distribution in
one channel, the point is divided into the background;
otherwise, it is identified as the motion foreground.
Herein, this three-channel based GMM algorithm is
called HSG_GMM.
To verify the sophistication of the new algorithm, the
traditional GMM, RGB_GMM algorithm, ViBe algorithm, and the HSG_GMM algorithm that is proposed
herein were executed in the same hardware panel:
Intel Core i5-5300U CPU, 8G RAM; the frame size is
352×228, and the results are shown in Figure 3.

2

(11)

e pixel

hen all
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d when
d solely
result
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tion is
space
mation
es, the
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nce for
s good
s, color
aper to
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tect the

al gray
res are
model
he hue,
e Hue,
tained.
hannels

Of these frames in the O_CL_01 dataset, moving targets with tree occlusion are found in frames 135–206.
In Figure 5, the different algorithms were found to obtain almost the same detection result for static background scene; however, their accuracy and precision
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background of the snowflake to a greater extent than
the basic GMM; however, the noise cannot be eliminated absolutely. The HSG-GMM algorithm can
essentially eliminate the influence of the complex
background, and the detected moving target area is
also relatively complete. The observation vector introduced in the HSG-GMM algorithm has an ability
enhancement for noise suppression than ViBe, hence
the HSG-GMM algorithm obtained a better background model and an integrated target region.

5. Conclusions
A parameter initialization method based on the spatial neighborhood of a five-frame difference improved
the accuracy of the initial value of the parameters, and
the constructed mixed Gaussian model is more in line
with the characteristics of the background pixels. The
parameters update strategy based on observation vector proposed in this paper speed up the converges of
the models, combining with the random subsampling

2020/3/49

and neighborhood spatial propagation theory, the
algorithm execution efficiency of HSG-GMM with
three channels can reach about 0.05s per-frame. Color information of the HSI space is combined with gradient information to construct a multi-channel model
establishment and update mechanism, which makes
the background model close to perfect.
Experiments show that the proposed algorithm HSGGMM is greatly improved when suppressing the influence of complex backgrounds and detecting target
integrity. The influence of the moving target in the
initial stage is eliminated and there are fewer target
holes; however, some other erroneous judgement in
the boundary has been introduced, and this made the
edge of the target vague. Furthermore, some failed
experiment showed that the HSG-GMM algorithm
could not detect the slow-moving targets more clearly
under camera motion conditions than ViBe.
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